we argue that both are copies of the same damaged original, and discuss the implications for the editing of Ammianus and for our understanding of Carolingian scholarship.
and sixteenth centuries. Poggio also learned of an ancient manuscript of Ammianus at the abbey of Hersfeld, but he never acquired it. 2 In 1533, the abbot of Hersfeld lent this manuscript, which already lacked at least book 31 and the end of book 30, to the publisher Hieronymus Froben of Basel, for use in an edition overseen by Froben's corrector Sigismundus Gelenius (Zigmund Hrubý z Jelení): although Gelenius patently relied heavily both on earlier editions and on his own conjectural skills, unmistakable evidence of the Hersfeldensis' contribution comes in the restoration of a long passage of Greek at 17.4.18-23, omitted by the Vaticanus and its descendants, and of eleven further scattered lines of authentic text omitted by V. 3 The reason we need evidence for the Hersfeldensis' contribution is that no scholar saw it again until six more-or-less complete pages from books 23, 28, and 30 were rediscovered and published in 1876. The manuscript had been taken apart in the late sixteenth century; the pages that were rediscovered had been used for binding account books in the castle of Friedewald, seven miles from the monastery of Hersfeld. 4 The six pages were found, and for half a century remained, in the archive at Marburg (hence the siglum M); in 1923 they were moved to the Landesbibliothek at Kassel. In the 1980s, part of a bifolium from book 18 of the Hersfeldensis was discovered, also at Kassel, in the binding of a manuscript of Ps.-Paracelsus and other works assembled before 1603. These fragments were published in 1990, without provoking much reaction.
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The two manuscripts are very close in both text and date. M, written on vellum in a handsome script, seems to be in the same principal hand in all the extant sections, 6 in books http://orka.bibliothek.uni-kassel.de/viewer/image/1336391032501/1/LOG_0000/. Given the discovery of additional fragments (see next note), we number these pages not, as Robinson did, by giving each side a number from I to XII, but rather as the third to eighth of the eight surviving folios: 3r (formerly I 8 formed the central bifolium of a gathering, has been cut vertically so that about a third of the text is lost, at the start of the line recto and at the end of the line verso); 8r (XI) = 30.3.2-5, 8v (XII) = 30.3.5-4.2. 5 The fragments, for which we also use the siglum M, cover individual words from 18.5.1 (1r) and 3 (1v), 18.6.12-15 (2r) , and 16-17 (2v); they form a bifolium which, one can calculate from the gap between the passages, would have represented the third and sixth folios of a quaternion. See Broszinski and Teitler (1990) , with photographs; shelf mark 4 o Ms. chem. 31. Superior images (which enable some more letters to be deciphered than by Broszinski and Teitler) can be found at http://orka.bibliothek.uni-kassel.de/viewer/image/1340964087401/386/LOG_0028/. For a fresh transcription see the appendix below.
6 Thus Robinson (1936) 119 and n. 14, contra Nissen (1876) of varying ability, and contrasts in its functional appearance to the calligraphy of the surviving parts of M. The manuscript was checked in the period when it was written, and seemingly against the exemplar, since a number of missing lines are restored in the margins, missing words restored in the margins or in lacunae left in the text, and other small corrections carried out. There are also plentiful humanist variant readings, marginalia, and clarifications of punctuation, letters, and word division, in hands including those of Poggio, Niccolò Niccoli, and Biondo Flavio: there is no evidence that the humanist variants are the fragments from book 30 but not before). Letter forms and line-lengths (of which more below) suggest the same scribe in all four sections.
7 Most of these are not too long after the original (on these more below), but one particular set of corrections in a renaissance hand coincide with Gelenius' edition, are consistent with his handwriting, and include a shared error (M 4v, lines 13-14 (28.4.26) : bos to bonum, nouunt to norunt, and (the error) fructuosum sit to fructuosum. sic). In all of our collations, M a indicates the earliest corrector of M, M b any of the several later. 'R.' followed by a Roman numeral refers to the collation of M and V by Robinson (1936), 121-6. 8 A bifolium in the final book (covering 31.8.5-10.18) was lost after extant copies had been made but before folio numbers were added, between the current folios 200 and 201 (Pellegrin (1991) , 451, silently correcting earlier scholarship which refers to the loss of a folium). This was the middle bifolium of a gathering of three sheets running from f. 199 to the current f. 202: we thank Dr Matthew
Hoskin for checking this detail.
anything but conjectural. 9 The page size is 28x24 cm, and the written area about 20x18 cm.
There are usually 27 or 28 lines a page, with a considerably higher number of characters per line than M and between one and half times and twice the characters per page, depending on the scribe. On the whole, the scribes of V are considerably more prone to use of abbreviations than M, including some curiosities that caused havoc in renaissance copies. 10 One notable feature of both manuscripts is that spaces of varying lengths are left to indicate lacunae in the text, which in V can be of a few letters or several lines (for example, in book 29, V has a succession of lacunae of ca. 3 lines each). 11 As a rule, the spaces in M have the same basic shape and approximate length as in the equivalent part of V. 12 As far as the date of the two manuscripts is concerned, palaeographical judgments have for the most part placed them very close to each other, with M perhaps associated with a very slightly later period. Thus, Bischoff dates V closely to the first third of the ninth century and M to the first half.
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Palaeographical consensus, then, places the two manuscripts close enough in time for such criteria to be effectively ignored in assessing their relationship. As well as being close in date and provenance, they are also very close in their text, being full of shared errors and lacking major divergences. There have always been two main possibilities for their 9 On second hands from the renaissance see Cappelletto (1978 Cappelletto ( ), (1981 Cappelletto ( ), and (1983 165-74; on the conjectural nature of these texts see the brief remarks of Baehrens (1925) 56-57 and Seyfarth (1962) 8-9.
10 E.g. lr for autem, Э for eius. See Clark (1904) 55-8. 11 Cf. Kelly (2015) .
12 For some exceptions, however, see III.1 below.
13 See Bischoff (1998 -2014 3.6862 for V, and 1.1798 for M. On the first discovery of the fragments of the Hersfeldensis, a wider range of possible dates, going as late as the twelfth century, was suggested by the experts consulted by Nissen (1876) 15-18. relationship, a topic debated even before the rediscovery of the six pages of the Hersfeldensis: either that M and V were direct copies of the same exemplar, or that V was a direct copy of M. 14 The reverse relationship is ruled out by Gelenius' addition from M of authentic passages not in V; a third possibility, that V is descended from M through one or more intermediaries, has never been seriously entertained. Both of the main possibilities had their advocates, the former winning the support of Charles U. (1903) , and Clark's own very brief discussion (1904, . The argument is accepted e.g. by Pasquali
(1934) 81 and n. 3 (and subsequent editions).
16 Robinson (1936) ; Seyfarth (1962) 8 and n. 1 with a supplementary argument discussed further below; Seyfarth (1978) vii; Reynolds (1983) we can recover a number of letters that they were not able to see (see appendix below for a full transcription) and have identified one additional error in M which they missed: 18.5.1
calcitraret V] /trare M. As can be seen in the detail in Figure 1 : the e is followed by a punctus and then the majuscule f of flexus. Above the e to the right, one can see a mark that could conceivably be Gelenius's insertion of a t (compare for example his minute corrections in M 4v, ll. 13-14; see n. 7 above). It is certainly not a contemporary correction.
17 Broszinski and Teitler (1990) does not seem so sure: it might actually be a reflection of varying levels of competence among V's scribes. As it happens, the scribe of V for the passages in book 18 (the second scribe overall, whose contribution runs from 14.6.25 to 19.2.6) does seem to be the most consistently accurate, with comparatively few lines omitted and restored in the margin, and his distinctively spidery hand, easily distinguished from the many other scribes, reappears later correcting the work of his successors. At any rate, the impact of the new fragments should certainly make us examine the rest of Robinson's case more closely.
III. Is V an apograph of M?
The case Robinson makes is twofold: after demonstrating the overwhelming evidence for M's textual superiority, he tries to show from M that V must have been directly copied from it, using the evidence of letter-forms, physical features, and scribal practice. His arguments have subsequently been supplemented by Seyfarth. We demonstrate that a close examination of the evidence not only does not prove V's direct descent from M, but indeed disproves it.
Lacunae
Potentially the most compelling of Robinson's arguments is his claim that V omits lacunae which is much longer than the space of one or two letters it usually leaves after a punctus. V, by contrast, leaves a space of only three characters (f. 185r, l. 19), as it usually does after a punctus. It looks like M has indicated a non-existent lacuna, not to be found in V.
Letter forms
Some of Robinson considers this the 'most convincing single bit of evidence we have ' (1936, 130) .
The idea that the scribe of V mistook a deletion mark under an e for an e-caudata is clever, but improbable. The mark in M (M 7r, l. 18) does not look like a cauda, but a punctus, separated as it is from the letter. Our eyes, which have been trained on the appearance of the printed page, might consider that a scant difference, but it would have been immediately apparent to a medieval scribe. Robinson does not consider the obvious solution: the archetype read sieadea (arising from a correction from si eadem to si ad ea -confusion of ad ea and eadem is very common). 
Punctuation and word separation
Punctuation and word-separation can be dealt with briefly. Since the pioneering studies of
Parkes and Saenger, we have a much more nuanced and accurate understanding of their employment in Carolingian manuscripts. 23 Punctuation and word-division in ninth-and tenthcentury manuscripts depend on how the scribes literally read the text, that is, how they grouped together units of words, as they orally pronounced the lines they were writing. No evidence can therefore be gleaned from these areas to establish the priority of M, and the new fragments offer cases where M divides and V does not (2v, l. 14, in appendix below) and vice versa (2r, ll. 2, 9, and 15).
Stichometry
Robinson's final argument rests upon stichometry, or the line lengths in V's archetype and M.
We are in the unique position of having a very good idea of V's archetype's line lengths, due to the negligence of V's scribes and the diligence with which it was corrected. For example, on f. 92r, l. 10 (22.8.14), V has the nonsense admaxionem. Seyfarth (1962) 8 n. 1. 35 This calculation was made on the basis of electronically counting letters in a transcription of V, expanding abbreviations to accord with the practice of M but counting & as one letter, and including punctuation only if found in V itself. We deliberately leave the second quaternion out of account, since lacunae make counting its original length a circular calculation.
A curious error in V
Further evidence for the format of the exemplar of V can be gleaned from comparing V with the new fragments of M. V has a curious mistake in book 19: it comes a page after a new scribe has taken over, aptly described in Clark's apparatus (19.2.6) as scriba multo neglegentior. After miscopying the first syllable of the word pallente (19.2.14, bal-), the scribe suddenly starts, at f. 59r, l. 14, to copy a passage from the previous book, 18.6.20-22 derivation from M. Conversely, the actual situation implies that V is probably not a copy of M. Of course, it cannot be ruled out that the dislocation happened at an earlier stage in the transmission, but the fact that this error coincides with a change in scribe in V, who would not have recognized the text from the earlier book, and who at any rate is markedly unreliable, strongly suggests that its genesis is in V itself.
The case for V being an apograph of M does not stand up to close scrutiny. Robinson and Seyfarth have compiled an impressive number of different and independent pieces of evidence, but none of them withstand detailed analysis and one of them -the stichometryvirtually proves the opposite, that V was not directly copied from M.
IV. Evidence for a shared archetype
The evidence indicates that V was not copied directly from M. By itself, this fact does not prove that M and V are both copies of a single archetype, although some of the features we have examined seem to point in that direction, since, as we noted above, there remains the theoretical possibility that V is copied indirectly from M, that is, through one or more intermediaries. In the section, we will examine the positive evidence that M and V are both copied from a common archetype.
Palaeographical evidence
Robinson, in searching for cases in which errors in V could be explained palaeographically from M, overlooked the more compelling palaeographic evidence that M and V share a common archetype. In fact, we have already seen in section III. 2 above one case where M and V seem to display parallel confusion (a for x). More examples may be added:
28.5.1 (R. lviii) intento] intento M invento V 30.3.2 (R. ci) moxque veris] /que veveris M moxque veteris V V commits a similar error in both these cases (in the latter case, the iterated ve is probably archetypal). In the first, V reads te as ve, and in the second ve as te. This suggests that the archetype of V was in a script in which ve and te were liable to confusion. Insular script provides the most obvious solution, with its characteristically fine crossbar on the t, and the rounded first stroke common to both t and v. 37 Were the script fairly compressed, it would be easy to see the rounded first stroke of the e as the second stroke of a v. The same thing can be said of the error in the new fragment 18.6.13 per pabulum V] per rabulum M. 38 The potential for confusion between p and r is known to be a symptom of the archetype. Whatever V originally read, M certainly saw an r where there should be a p.
The fact that here we have M making this error probably independently of V shows that V was copied from the archetype not from M.
Perhaps even more significant is V's error in 28.5.11 (R. lxvii) ne nuda] Nenuda M renuda V. Confusion of n for r is one of the most common of all errors in minuscule, but here M uses the majuscule form N. V is certainly capable of gross misreading, but it seems very suspicious that the scribe just happened to make an inexplicable slip in precisely a context where we might expect a simple palaeographic mistake. Taken together with Robinson's other examples of letter confusion (R. xlii, ng for rg and R. lxxviii, at for xt, discussed above) which do not seem to have an origin in the script of M, these cases suggest that many of V's errors can be explained palaeographically, but only if its archetype is not M.
Multiple hands around lacunae
Further, close examination of V indicates that at some points there are clear variations in the writing around the lacunae. This is most evident on f. 175, both on the verso and the recto, where the writing is clearly different around the two long lacunae. 39 On 175v, the main scribe left a large gap of at least seven lines. Subsequently, that scribe or another returned to the passage and copied parts of four of the missing lines. Such a practice would be very difficult to account for if the archetype was a manuscript like M with the lacunae already indicated; if, however, the archetype was physically damaged, it would make perfect sense for the scribe to 38 See Section II above. 39 The same can be seen in lacunae in the Historia Augusta, Pal. lat. 154r-154v and Bamberg, Msc.
Class. 54, f. 153r, at the beginning of the lives of the Gallieni duo. On these mss see also n. 29 above. This misunderstanding of the text points to a certain distance between the corrector and the main scribe: the difference between ii and n is perfectly clear in M, since the way they are written is very different, with a prominent curve at the top in the n. As Caroline minuscule matured, however, the forms of ii, n, and u became increasingly assimilated, leading ultimately to the distinction of i with a stroke.
That creates a palaeographical problem. As mentioned above, V is relatively securely placed by Bischoff around the year 830, while M is placed nebulously in the first half of the ninth century. 40 Palaeographers seem to agree that the two manuscripts were written close together, separated by no more than a couple of decades. This finding is consistent with the case discussed above (regiis at 27.4.22) where the corrector misread the main text of M in precisely such a way. Such a judgment is of course subjective, and we ought not rely too much on such fine-grained palaeographical analysis.
Nonetheless, the fact that V could only have been copied from M after correction makes an already tight chronology less probable. Even if it is just barely possible in palaeographical terms that M was written before 830, it beggars belief to suggest that it was also corrected before that date. A fortiori the notion that M was written, corrected and copied, and that that copy in turn begat V, is chronologically preposterous. something to say about that parent and about the history of the Hersfeldensis elsewhere; but in this conclusion it will be useful to consider what differences this conclusion makes to the study of Ammianus and of the history of texts.
First, an important consequence of this reassessment is that the dating of the two manuscripts is no longer constrained by the requirement, somewhat against the instincts of palaeographers, that M predate V. The date of the hand of M (and of its corrections) can now be revisited as a wholly palaeographical question.
What difference should it make to editions of Ammianus? Not a great deal. In purely presentational terms, the fact that M does not constitute the archetype means that when both mss are extant the apparatus ought to include the readings of both whenever they diverge, 42 Traube (1903) 444, quoted also in Robinson (1936) and even in the exceptional cases (restored lines of the archetype or the entire Greek text of the obelisk inscription), Gelenius' tendency to bold emendation needs to be taken into account. We can and should note where readings are taken from an earlier edition, and are therefore less likely to represent M, and we can often identify Gelenius' own emendations from prose rhythm, since Gelenius was either unaware of the cursus or unaware of its regularity. 45 The truth is, however, that the vast majority of times that the readings of Gelenius are accepted it is because of their superiority rather than because of their source.
Nevertheless, a better understanding of the archetype and of the likely types of corruption does have the potential to improve our texts of Ammianus. One important area is lacunae, where we can now presume that the lacunae indicated in V are the scribes' attempts 43 For example at 28.4.26, Seyfarth prints the readings of M, which for him is the archetype, and gives only the readings of V (which he judges erroneous) in the apparatus. An editor should include both authoritative mss: cultis MG, cultis et VEA; et Trulla MG, et contrulla V, et cum Trulla EA. 44 However, when Gelenius' readings are 1. the same as or very similar to those of V, 2. different from those of the previous printed editions, and 3. impossible to conjecture on the basis of those editions, we can identify his use of the Hersfeldensis. 45 The fundamental points on the apparatus are already in Mommsen (1872) ; on Gelenius in Harmon (1910) 234-5. to represent what they saw in a damaged archetype, and that they are not filtered through another manuscript. 46 In cases like 28.4.26, where M has a lacuna and V does not (discussed in Section III.i above), we can choose which to believe.
Although the editorial gains are limited, this argument does touch upon questions and fields broader than the relationship of the two manuscripts to which we owe the preservation of Ammianus. That the exemplar of the Res gestae was copied twice within several decades in a very limited geographic area is striking. Producing even one such copy would have required a significant investment of resources -both in time and in materials -given the length of even the extant portion of the Res gestae; producing two indicates a very serious commitment to the study of Roman history. In fact, many late-antique histories were transmitted in the milieu of Fulda and Hersfeld in the first half of the century: the so-called
Epitome de Caesaribus, the Historia Augusta, possibly Suetonius, the first six books of the Annales and the opera minora of Tacitus, to name a few. 47 Elucidating the relationship between the two manuscripts of Ammianus -and particularly the fact that one manuscript was used to correct the other -sheds further light on this scholarly and scribal milieu.
Further, the methods we have employed to arrive at these conclusions will, we hope, be of use in the study of other textual traditions. 
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